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I. INTRODUCTION

THE existence of genetic recombination and linkage in a strain of'
Escherichia coli (Lederberg and Tatum, 1946 a, b, c; Tatum and
Lederberg, 1947 ; Lederberg, i4.7) can now be regarded as definitely
established. Recombination was first discovered in mixed populations.
of multiple nutritional mutants by the appearance of prototrophs,
which, unlike the parent types, were capable of growing in minimal
media. The use of multiple mutants renders the possibility of con-
tamination by back-mutation extremely improbable, especially as
prototrophs appear only in mixed populations. The evidence suggests
that the vegetative cells are haploid. The existence of linkage between
some iutritional factors can be shown by testing colonies grown on
a medium supplemented by a single nutritional requirement (Lederberg
1947, pp. 512-13). More conclusive evidence is provided by the
introduction of other contrasting characters such as the ability or
inability to ferment certain sugars, and resistance or susceptibility
to various types of bacteriophage. The frequencies with which the
possible combinations arise in prototrophs are most economically
interpreted by postulating a linear arrangement of loci, which so far
all fall into a single linkage group.

In the usual type of breeding experiment the offspring can all be
classified as showing no recombination or as belonging to one of a
number of recombination classes. With bacteria, on the other hand,
we usually examine only members of the recombination class
represented by prototrophs, and even if with an improved technique
we could select on the basis of factors other than nutritional factors,
we should still have to classify organisms for which some recombination
had been obligatory. However, it is still possible, with the aid of'
certain assumptions, not only to test for the existence of linkage but
also to estimate recombination fractions and to make tentative
linkage-maps.
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Recombination, in E. coli K-12 at any rate, occurs exceedingly
rarely. But when conditions obtain which are favourable to the
production of prototrophs, the recombination of a variety of other
factors is common. The situation is somewhat analogous to that
arising in the detection of linkage in human families, where the
difficulty is to find matings of the right type. With bacteria,
"matings" of any sort are probably extremely infrequent, but the
selection of prototrophs for further examination enables us to sift out
just those organisms which will yield information about linkage.

If the pair of contrasting characters, for which both members of
a pair are scorable, are distal to a segment over which recombination
is obligatory, then the treatment of linkage closely follows the methods
normally used in ordinary multiple crosses, at least on the assumption
of no interference. But if these pairs lie in the segment over which
recombinatiors is obligatory, then special methods are required.

The object of the present paper is to deal with the latter contingency,
which has so far proved to be the commonest case. As in clas,ical
Mendelian crosses, we should consider the possibility of disturbances
iue to differential viability or misclassification (partial manifestation).
For the simpler four-point crosses we are obliged to make definite
assumptions about the degree of interference present since the numbers
of degrees of freedom available are not sufficient to permit the
estimation of interference as well as linkage, and we cannot make
separate estimates of single and triple recombination as in the familiar
type of linkage-cross. With crosses involving five points or more the
estimation of interference should be possible. In the treatment given
here interference will be assumed negligible, although 1 hope to deal
with this topic another time.

2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS

It will be convenient to represent pairs of characters, one of
which is compulsorily selected, by : A,a ; B,b ; C,c ; . . . where
the upper case letters correspond to the character selected. Thus
we shall be concerned with crosses of the type : ABcd. . . = abCD .
yielding prototrophs ABCD . . . . It is common, though not
theoretically essential, for such characters to be nutritional. Characters,
which can be scored in prototrophs for either member of a contrasting
pair, will be represented by: x,x'; y,y'; z,' ; . . . . These will
often be characters like phage resistance or sugar fermentation.

As we are confining our attention to loci lying within a segment
over which recombination is obligatory, we shall be concerned with
crosses of the type A xy . . . b a x5"z' . . . B. Such crosses may
in fact contain additional factors C,c ; D,d; . . . in the distal portions
of the segments to facilitate the selection of prototrophs.

The order of a cross is denoted by the number of pairs of loci,
including end-points, involved in a segment over which recombination
is compulsory. Thus Axyzb = ax5i''B is a five-point cross.
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3. TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR LINKAGE

Linkage will be suggested by the failure of (x,x') characters to
segregate independently. Disturbed frequencies may result from
the physiological properties of the alleles, giving rise to differential
viability or partial manifestation. Either of the latter possibilities
can be allowed for by employing "reversed" crosses, corresponding
to use of matings in both coupling and repulsion in ordinary linkage
backcrosses. Table i shows how the basic data are classified: a, b,
c and d are the observed numbers.

TABLE

Parents
Prototrophs (ABCD . .

x

ABcd . . . ; x = abCD . . .; x'

ABcd . . .; x'= abCD . . .; x

a b

c d

Linkage is indicated if the observed numbers in the fourfold table
depart significantly from proportionality.

The first crosses reported by Lederberg and Tatum (i 946) gave:
TABLE IA

Parents
Prototrophs (B+M+P+T)

'Ti.

B-M-PT = B-'-MP-T-
V1 V1'

V1' Vi"

8 2

3 7

The exact treatment of the fourfold table gives P = 3 5 per cent.
Later work (Lederberg, i7) confirmed the suggestion of linkage.

Estimation of linkage

We will now consider the problem of estimating recombination
fractions, and shall assume that interference is negligible.

4. THREE-POINT CROSSES

Suppose we have a cross of the type: Axb = ax'B, represented
diagrammatically in fig. i.

Segments:
Rec. fraction

A
—I

x b
I—

a I B

A
2

Fin. z.

B
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The segments (Ax) and (xb) are numbered i and 2. The
recombination fractions for these segments, are, respectively, A and jt.

Now recombination over (Ab) is obligatory, by reason of the
selection of prototrophs, and we have either recombination over i
and none over 2, or vice versa. Thus, if the frequencies are undisturbed,
the expectations for a sample of n tested colonies is as given in table 2.

TABLE 2

Prototrophic types

x' x Total
(Rec. over i) (Rec. over 2)

Expected . . . nA(i—)/R n(z—A)p/R n

Observed . . . a b n

where R is the recombination fraction over the whole segment from
A to b, and is given by:

R = A(i—)+(i—A)jt = A+p—2A.

There is only one degree of freedom at our disposal so we cannot
hope to estimate A and a separately. Moreover, the likelihood is a
function of so that we cannot even estimate the ratio

or p A/(A+.t) satisfactorily unless both A and are small com-
pared with unity. If the latter condition is fulfilled we have the
estimates:

A ap=
var = x—p)

• (. i)

5. FOUR-POINT CROSSES

Now let us consider a four-point cross : Axy b axy'B, with a
notation given in fig. 2.

— . .........—..I i I

a x B
Segments: 2 3
Rec. fraction: A v

Fin. 2.

The observations fall into four classes according to whether there
is recombination over only one segment, or over all three. There are
now three degrees of freedom available and we should be able to
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estimate the actual values of A, and v. The observed and expected
values are as in table 3.

TABLE 3

Prototrophic types

x'y Total
Xj X)) (Rec. over i,

(Rec. over i) (Rec. over 2) (Rec. over 3) 2 and 3)

Expected nA(s —/L)(I —v)/R n(i —t)p' —v)/R n(i —A)(x —)v/R nAv/R

Observed a b c d a

where R, the recombination fraction over the whole interval i +2+3,
is given by

R = A++v—2(At+pv+vA)+4Apvl= [(I—(I—2A)(I—2)(I—2v)] f. . 5.I

The logarithm of the likelihood is:

L = (a+d)1ogA+(b+d)logp+(c+d)log v+(b+c)log (i—A)

+(a+c)log(I —) +(a +b)log(r —v) —nlog R (5.2)

Therefore, the maximum likelihood equations are:

L a+d b+c n

A Th—A — (I—2)(I—2v) =0
L b+d a+c n= — — —— (I—2v)(I—2A) = o . .

3L c+d a+b n= — —— (I—2A)(I—2p) =0

Since we have three degrees of freedom and three unknowns we
should expect the solution of to be the same as the solution of
the equations given by equating the expectations to the observations,
i.e.

nA(i—p)(i—v)/R= a

n(i—A)p.(x—v)/R = b

n(x —A)(i —)v/R = c
. 5.4

nAv/R = d

The solution of is clearly given by

A /ad\ .t p= U)' — = — = . .

and it is easy to verify that is in fact the solution of (.3).
The formuhe are analogous to those previously used in
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linkage backcrosses (Fisher, ; Bailey, '949) and application
of the usual formula

IaT\2 fT\2var T = L'mi— p —np—\a / \n
gives the following large sample variances:

var, =A2(i—A)2/h '
var = j.t2(i—jt)2/h . . . (5.6)
var; =v2(r—v)2/h j

4 I I I Iwhere — = — + - + — + —, and A, v are calculated fromha b cd
The product formula are presumably those employed by

Lederberg (i 947) in calculating recombination fractions, although
he gives neither the formul nor the standard errors. If A, p and
are all small the triple-recombination class will be very small and
i/h—.i /4d will be large. Thus the standard errors will all be relatively
large, as stated by Lederberg. If A, and v are not small the theoretical
precisions will be much higher, although it may no longer be easy to
recognise the triple recombination class and then the order of the
loci may be uncertain.

A test for differential viability *
The above treatment of a four-point cross ignores the possibility

of differential viability, and to take account of this we are obliged
to employ different mating types. The easiest test for the existence
of differential viability is obtained when we have data for crosses
which are " reversed" with respect to both x,x' andy,y'.

Let us assume that the viability of x' relative to x is u; and ofy'
relative to y is v. Then the expectations and observations are as
follows
______ TABLE 4

Rec.
over

s. Axyb = ax'y'B 2. Ax'y'b = axyB

Proto-
trophic

type
Expected Observed

Proto-
trophic

type
Expected Observed

i
2
3

123

I

x3,' uv. A(i —j)(r —v)
xy' a. (I—A)p(i—v)
xy i. (I—i\)(s—)v
X'y U. .\,Lv

x n/R,

a
b
c
d

n1

xy
x'y
x'y'
xy'

i. )t(i —)(s—v)
u. (i—A)(x—v)

uv. (x—A)(i—i4v
a.

x n,1R2

af
g
h

n2

whereR1=uv.A(i-_ji)(i—v) + . . . + . . . + . .
R2 = i.A(r—)(i—) + . . . + . . . + . J

* We can of course examine the data for general disturbances by testing the
2 X4 contingency table. The present test is relevant to a more specific hypothesis
and permits the two viabilities to be separated.
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And let us write a +e = A

b+f =B
c+g = C . . . . (5.8)
d+h = D

= N
L = (A+D)log A+(B+D)log +(C+DUog v+(B+C)log (I —A)

+(A+C)log(i —j) +(A+B)log(i —v)
+(a+d+f+g)Iog u+(a+b+g+h)log v
—n1log R1 —n2log R2 . . . . . (5.9)

To derive a significance test we calculate scores in the usual way
by differentiating L and then put u = v = i.

ØL L LThe equation — = — = — = o are similar to when wev
put u = v = i, but with A, B, C, D written for a, b, c, d. The solutions
are therefore

A (AD1 (BC) v (CD)
(5.10)

by comparison with
Substituting these values in the scores for u and v, we find

{n2(a+d)_ni(e+h)
2

. . . (.ii)
S1 =

N{n2(a+b)_nl(e±f)}
The variances and covariances of these expressions are easily

obtained by the usual multinomial distribution theory and are given
by the matrix:

[a(A+D)(B+C) a(AC—BD)V =
a(AC—BD) a(A+B)(C+D)

. 5.12

where a = 4n1n2/N.3
We shall require the inverse of V. i.e.

-1 1P(A+B)(C+D) p(BD—AC) 1V =
tfl(BD—AC) p(A+D)(B+C)j

. . (5. 3

where = N2/4Kn1n2ABCD

and K=+++
We can then use the joint test for viability given by a x2 with

2 degrees of freedom:
x=S'V'S . . . . (5.14)

where S = [::1
H 2
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This test would be much more convenient if we could find a
relatively simple algebraic expression for (5.14).

If viability is found significant then we must return to (5.9) and
proceed in the usual way by the use of scores and amounts of partial
information.

The use of the significance test is illustrated by its application tG
some of Lederberg's data.

Lederberg (1947, page 5I4 gives the results of various crosses.
Let us consider two types of cross only, viz.

i. (B+M+)Lac—V1(T—Lj = (B—M _)Lac+Vjs(T+L+)
2. (B+M)LacV1'(T—L—) = (B—MjLac—V1(T+L+)

Although it is doubtful whether the B1 and the B1_** results are
really homogeneous, we shall group these together to give the following
data:

TABLE 4A

(5.15)

v— 1229954 67.03291 1 66'•o3 2624379j'
. . . 5.I

v—i_F 488IO5XIO-3 —I.24674X10u1
( )— —P24674XIO— 412886X10—3J . . 5. 7

Using (5.14) this gives : = 1426, which is highly significant.*
It should be mentioned that the slightly more obvious procedure

of distributing the six available degrees of freedom between the three
recombination fractions and three differential viabilities (for four

phenotypes) in fact fails to be of service, as the resulting maximum
likelihood equations are not uniquely soluble.

6. FIVE-POINT CROSSES

A five-point cross can be represented by

A xyzb = ax5'z'B
* Separate examination of S, and S, shows that it is only the viability of Vs1.

relative to V, which is clearly significant.

Applying the foregoing results we obtain:

S = —2828oo, S1 = —59.30

and
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Applying the method of maximum likelihood we obtain the
following scores and amounts of partial information

= a--e--f-f-g b+c±d+h —

— b+e+f+h a+c+d±g n(- _2)SA— R
I —2,\
'I . (6.2)

_ce' a+b+d+f fl(_2)— —

1—2/i.

= d+J±g+h a+bce — _____

— n[R(i—R)—i(i—x)]
R2K(I—K)(I—2K)2

and three similar expressions.
— —n(I—2)(I--2v)

. . . (6.3)
cA

with five similar expressions.

Now if 9 is a column vector representing four approximate values
for the recombination fractions ; ifS is the corresponding set of scores
and if I is the matrix of the amounts of partial information; then an
improved set of approximations to the maximum likelihood estimates
is given by 01, where

= 0+IS . . . . (6.)

If necessary, the process can be repeated using the set of approxima-
tions 01 as starting point, to give new estimates 02. More than two
cycles of iteration are rarely needed.

From a consideration of table 5 it is easy to see that we could
obtain initial estimates of the recombination fractions by using product
formul of the type

f K \1 m1m5m6m7 aefg
I I = ——-—- = — etc.
\I —K,! m2m3in4m8 bcdh

but these would be very sensitive to sampling variations in the small
numbers of triple-recombinants. We can avoid this difficulty by
grouping together the four triple-recombination classes, and then
solving the equations formed by setting the expected values equal to
the observed values—this gives four independent equations in four
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Suppose that the arrangement is as in the following diagram, where
the recombination fractions for the various segments are also shown

- - —I - -
— —I I —

a x' y' z'
Segments: I 2 3 4
Rec. fraction : K it I'

Fxo. .
The observations are distributed in eight groups: four single-

recombination groups and four triple-recombination groups. If the
recombination fractions are not too large then it will be easy to
distinguish the single from the triple-recombination classes, thus
establishing the order of the loci. Let us suppose that this can be
done.

Now the straightforward approach is to use the method of maximum
likelihood, but since we have seven degrees of freedom to estimate
four parameters we shall not be able to replace the likelihood equations
by equations in which expectations are set equal to the observations.
We can, however, employ the usual scoring procedure. It is convenient
to have approximate estimates of the recombination fractions to
start with and an easy method of obtaining such approximations is
given below.

Suppose that the observed and expected values are, on the
assumption of no interference, as set out in the following table:

TABLE

Prototrophic Recombination
type over Expected Observed

AB, x'y'z' I m1 = nK(I—it)(I—i)(I—p)/R a
xy'' 2 m3= n(i—ic)A(i—1i)(i—v)/R b
xJz' 3 m3 = n(1—K)(I—it)jh(I—V)/R Cci)
XJZ 4 m4= n(i—ic)(I—A)(i—p)v/R d

AB, x'j'
x'y
x','zX'

123
124
134
234

m5 flKJ.L(I —v)/R
m6=n,cA(i—s)v/R
m7 = n,c(I —A),2v/R
m8 = n(I—K))4sv/R

e

f}Jghi

Total n

where R, the recombination fraction over the whole interval from
A to B, is given by:

R = ZK—2EKA+4KA—3KAv 1
(6.i)

and j=e+f+g-f-h. J
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where F2 =
I Ij 1abc

andj = e+f+g+h
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unknowns, and is equivalent to a maximum likelihood solution with
the triple-recombinants grouped. The estimates are given by:

etc.

+ (6.5)

As an example, let us consider the following data for Escherichia
coli, for the use of which I am indebted to Dr L. L. Cavalli.

The crosses made were
= MGal+Lac+V1(T+L+) . (6.6)

where in these experiments (TL) acted as a single unit. The strains
crossed were K12 : W583 and 58-161.

The prototrophs recovered were all M+(T+L+) and were scored
for Gal, Lac, and V1. It appeared from the data that the order of the
loci was as shown in (6.6) and on this assumption we may exhibit the
data as in table a

TABLE 5A

Using the formuke of (6.5) we obtain the preliminary estimates

I KI 10121
U = A — oo . . . (6.7)

ji 036
LvJ Lo.23_

Substituting these values in (6.2) gives the scoresI I— 24O8951
S = SA — I 47558 . . (6.8)

I S —175867
L—394096_
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And substituting in (6.3) gives the information matrix:

5167-9 -—3328 —713-I —3698
—332-8 33937 —9033 —4684 • . (6.)—713I —903.3 2243-5 —1003-7
—369-8 —468-4 —1003-7 30564

Inverting (6.9) gives:
222463 0-69097 1-35168 0-81892

— o-6og 3-86689 243714 147657 (6 io— '°
1-35168 243714 7-16048 2-88851

-

0-81892 1-47657 2-88851 4-54578

Therefore, using (6.4), the corrections to apply to the estimates in
(6.7) are:

I

i—'s = i 0007 • . -—0020
—0020

0120

Therefore 0 = 0193 . . . . (6.12)
1 0340

0210

We can use the improved estimates of (6.12) to recalculate the
scores and hence derive a better set of approximations, 02. It is not
worthwhile to recalculate the information matrix as this changes
relatively slowly. The standard errors of the final estimates are given
by the square roots of the terms in the leading diagonal of (6. i o).
Thus we have:

K = 12-4±1-5 per cent.
Arr=20.I±2.0 " . . (6.13)LZ=356+2.7
V = 2P92-I ,,

The five loci can now be mapped as in fig. 4. Recombination
fractions are given for the separate segments, and also a map distance
calculated from Haldane's formula: x = —loge( i —2y), where is
the recombination fraction and x the map distance, in cM.

Rae. fraction
- 124 201

i
356 21 9

M Gal Lac V1 (TL)Map distance: 14.3 25-7 622 288
(cM)

Fio. 4.

Since the observations have 7 degrees of freedom and we have
estimated only 4 parameters, there are 3 degrees of freedom remaining
with which to test how well the hypotheses fit the data. The expected
numbers are shown in table a. The chief source of variation is
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between the triple-recombination classes. As the numbers in classes
(i ) and (134) are somewhat small, let us group these together before
calculating a x2 with 2 degrees of freedom. We find x = 4 8,
and P = 8g per cent. We may regard this as a sufficiently good fit.

The total map distance between M and (TL) works out at 131.0 cM.
It is of some interest to find the standard error of this quantity. It
will not be very small because the estimates for the individual segments
are positively correlated.

Suppose that the total map distance is X, and that the values for
the individual segments are x1, x2, x3 and x4. Then:

X = x1+x2+x3+x4 = —4'log(i —2K) = —4iog(i —2R)
ax _____Therefore — = etc.
aK 1—2K

Thus, in large samples,
var X = Zvar x1+2Zcov(x1x2)

'ax' 'ax'
var ic+2E—H—cov(K,A)

Therefore var X = l'.I*l . . . . . . (6.14)
where 1— rI/(I—2K)

I—2A) . . . . . (6.i)

1.3298

Using the estimates in (6.13) we have I = . . (6.x6)

.7794
Substituting (6.io) and (6.i6) in (6.14) gives:

varX=2o768 1 (6itherefore X = '3'°±'44 cMJ
. 7

A similar analysis can, of course, be carried out with data from a
four-point cross.

The recombination fractions shown in fig. 4 are appreciably higher
than the corresponding values obtained by Lederberg. However,
Lederberg's estimates do not take account of differential viabilities
by which they are almost certainly influenced, while in the above
treatment of Cavalli's five-point material it was not possible to allow
for this kind of disturbance. Thus we are at present unable to decide
whether the two bodies of data are in agreement or not.

7. SUMMARY

With bacteria linkage data is obtained from the crossing of com-
plementary types by classifying organisms, for which recombination
over an odd number of segments has been obligatory. If the loci,
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for which both members of a contrasting pair of characters are scorable,
are distal to the segment over which recombination is compulsory,
then, on the assumption of no interference, the data may be analysed
by the methods already used in experimental linkage work.

If, on the other hand, these loci lie within the segment, then special
methods of analysis are required. The present paper develops the
appropriate maximum likelihood treatment of a selection of such
problems arising in three, four and five-point crosses, and gives some
worked examples.
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